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About This Content

Jan Koloff is known as the Bulgarian Colossus in many a boxing clubs and halls. Immigrating in the USA at the age of 17 he
started earning his living as an illegal pit fighter. The potential of the young Koloff was quickly recognized by the local

bookmaker and trainer Gyozo Kerekes. Kerekes used his connections and influence to settle Koloff in illegal boxing matches
and over several years the Bulgarian fighter claimed over 1500 victories in the US.

The fame of Koloff grew and so did the unwanted attention of game-fixing gangs. Koloff decided to drop out before things get
serious and began working as a hired muscle in exchange for protection. As the years passed his experience and immense

strength allowed him to earn renown and recognition among the bootlegging gangs of Atlantic City.

Key Features:

New Henchman: Jan Koloff

New Weapon: The Ispolin Fists
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Title: Omerta - City of Gangsters - The Bulgarian Colossus DLC
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 32-bit, Vista SP2, Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 8800, Radeon HD 2000, Pixel Shader 3.0, 256 MB discrete RAM

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 5 GB HD space

Sound: DirectX compatible

English,German,French,Polish,Russian
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The game is short and sweet, not hard at all but still enjoyable. The puzzles are fun and going around and collecting objects you
need dosen't take away from the fun here. I'd recommend trying it since it's free.. Ok, so let's see what we have here.

Game for toddlers, almost unplayable even for old grey gaming wolves like me (since times of C64).
Achievements are broken, few of them, so no 100% game for those who love to complete it all.

You are some kind of guard dog on...some farm...or who knows what it is.
You need to defend and gather animals and to pick up some random objects, just to be collected, for no reason of course.
And animals VERY often fell off the game's cliff and than they are in limbo.
Restart level please.
Also pickup items can be beneath the surface, untakeable.
Restart again please (because, you know, I will uninstall and refund, but my 3yr toddler son told me to catch all cows, so...).

No minimap, ugly polygon terrain with so many glitching places, sound bugs everywhere, especially when dog bark (music stops
for one second).
And so on and on.
Game is so utter garbage that I cannot believe.
This is pre-alpha state of one (very) bad game.

And just one more thing, on some levels you must defend cows from one fox.
If you watch somewhere else for quite short time, fox will butcher all 3 cows on the level.
Yes, FOX will kill 3 cows!
Awesome.. This download is absolute crap. The controls are horrible tuning takes for ever, the plane is way to shiny. the seat
height is awful . Don't waste your time and money. I wish I could get a refund its just crap. Good artwork and a small, short
game... The best part is that each decision shapes the character and future development of the story, not just the ending (like
many other interactive novels). But wish it were a bit more challenging,. This game is literally unplayable. When the game starts,
you are killed immediatelly. No luck after trying to figure out how it works after a longer session.

What is more annoying is when you have two monitors, the mouse is moving out from the primary monitor and the game loses
focus.

AVOID!. A really nice and good looking puzzle game, not unlike Portal.

It play's out on a space station orbiting what once was Jupiter (still is, just not the way we know it. The developers must really
like 2001: A Space Odyssey and 2010: The Year We Made Contact and its sequel); A scientific testing facility where you are
the 80-something test subject.

What are you testing? Well, you have a brain implant that allows you to move forward and backward in time, as well as create
temporal clones of yourself doing whatever it was you did before. It basically is a record-and-playback function for you as a
person. And therein lies the kicker. The puzzles you are presented with require you to create not one but several of these clones
of yourself in order to solve them.

It looks and plays really smooth and beautiful, except that a lot of rooms and corridors look very much alike and resources are
obviously being re-used a bit too much. But every now and then you get to watch out the window and see...well, just watch the
forementioned movies or play the game and you'll get it. The musical score and sound effect round the artwork off quite nicely.

The physics and modelling have proven a tad temperamental though. Buttons you're supposed to step on sometimes don't trigger
because of the odd shape and the character(s) collision detection and lasers, which push you away, may push you into a wall and
all sorts of freaky things start happening.

Then there are certain puzzles that involve objects that are shielded from temporal tampering, and that's where the real
gamebreak lies. These puzzles come with a checkpoint so you can still reset the puzzle and try again. The problem is that not all
objects are properly reset when using these, resulting in bugged puzzles that simply cannot be solved, you cannot proceed and
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therefor have to play the entire level again, and again...and again...

But overall this really is a great addition for people that enjoy puzzles set in an FPS game with a SciFi undertone.. All important
problems and bugs in this game are already written down by others.

I'd like to recommend this game if there will be some mayor game improvments and bug fixes.
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Sigh, where do I even begin with this one?
Chromium? check. Bad game engine
NO settings? Check
NO window options? check
terrible controls? check
terrible hit detection?> check
lack of any explanations, even controls? check
poor grammar and english? you betcha!

this is early access, 99% of the screenshots you see, are NOT in this game.
the sword attacks terribly, there;'s no way to regain health, everytime you kill an enemy a gigant HUD blots of either side of the
screen, and then you get through level 1 - become invincible, and fight a : guardain" boss that you can only hit a few times once
every 15 seconds. And you never take damage.

And then a cutscene * haha * plays out, half of which you can;t read if you're on the darker side of the level.

and then the game says it;s early access, that's all!

and then you get stuck on a screem that says CHOOSE ONE!
it doesnt say WHAT to choose, or WHERE you cick or what button to hit, i randomly cicked my mouse around and somehow
advanced to the next " stage "

in this stage, almot none of the floors were properly done, clipped through walls, and was walking on platforms that don't exist,
or i walked about amile above the ground.

and then I got stuck in a small indent that I could not jump out of no matter what.

GAME OF THE YEAR.

don't buy into the lies the screenshots tell you, this game is rubbish, Early access rubbish.
overpriced at that.

avoid this game at all costs.
. Excellent corridor shooter.
Convenient control and shooting.
The variety of weapons was pleased.
The game reminded the good old Quake.
In this game and in truth a good time.
It is a pity there is no card.. Glad to see this game as it is right now, back in 2012 i played the flash a lot, then years later at 2016
i started getting into the development version, it was kinda fun to watch how the game evolved since then, and is still going to be
enjoyable, looks so Retro and this combined with the hilarious physics, and soundtrack is what makes me love this game.
PD: Just a thing, i need the ♥♥♥♥ing soundtrack pls Mythologic, its fantastic <3. Pretty cool game I thoroughly enjoyed
playing it, definitely reminds me of another game called observer (by the guys that done layers of fear) I personally didn\u2019t
play it in VR because I don\u2019t have a VR headset so I can\u2019t vouch for how good that works but I can only imagine
it\u2019s a lot more intense.
The standard playthrough I done with no VR however was great and I think they have done an awesome job it\u2019s definitely
creepy and slightly unsettling, however I personally wouldn\u2019t say it\u2019s worth full asking price if it\u2019s something
you are interested in trying out then get it on sale, my reason behind this is if you don\u2019t take your time (collect all
audio\/video logs and look at everything) the game can be completed in a very short amount of time.
. An antithesis of Facebook. Disturbing story frames a graphic-based social network. Instead of trying to represent yourself
visually, entertain others and boost your ego by gaining their likes, in Selfie you reveal your inner thoughts anonymously without
any ambition to gain popularity - and receive deep, honest reactions, that have real emotional value. A work of art.. Pretty
mediocre game, IMO. 4\/10

UI
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It's a pretty simple UI. Health and and spell resource bars in an easy to see area.
And nothing else. That's literally your entire UI.

Story
From the tiny bit of the game which I've played, the storytelling could be a lot better.
Of course, the introduction all text-based with no voice-over so it was tedious to read, even as someone who can read
and write Chinese.
The intro sequence is both too long and too short. For something that's not very engaging and lacking any real depth,
it's too long. But as a text-based introduction, it's far too short. Only fluent Chinese readers would be able to read the
entire sequence the first time it's shown, and that's if they focus on text only.

Graphics
The best and most redeeming part of the game.
It's made in Unreal, so there's already a pretty solid graphical floor.
Main character design is a bit illogical- Clothes seem kind of restrictive on the chest, and very loose on the bottom.
Great eye candy in animations though. The skirt has some pretty amazing physics.

Mob enemy design is alright.
Boss design is pretty good.

But we're almost all here to watch the protag show her stuff.

Also, it's a sickening amount of motion blur whenever you do 180s.
Which brings me to my next point:

Gameplay:
For a fighter, it could at least give instructions and\/or leave a handy tip bar on the side.
F to dash.
Number keys are skills.
But all that I could read when it first popped up was that WASD is movement.

Also the targeting and turning system.
There was this 'Lock' option in the options menu which I had no idea what to do with.

Summary
It has the potential to be good.
But it's poorly optimized and lacks a lot of staple settings of any game of the genre.. A chill golf game using the three click
system, decent amount of courses, lots of cosmetics to unlock, no lootboxes, arcade rather than sim. Graphical style can be a
little wonky on the avatars, but overall a cheap and cheerful title (I play the non VR mode). All the buttons are missing at the
bottom on the screen. Unplayable literally a huge was of money. This bug has been known for years yet developer doesn't
fix.. Think you can do a better job then your goverment? Go on then, prove it :)
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